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ABSTRACT
4
*

| We study the contribution of vector boson fusion

1 processes to the production of a heavy charged lepton accarpanied
i
• by its neutral partner at «ulti-TeV hadronic colliders. We

^ show that vector boson fusion dominates over the usual quark-
j

| antiquark fusion mechanism, for a very heavy lepton and high

I

I
c
1

energies.
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Our present theoretical understanding of elementary

particle physics does not enable us to predict the number of

fermion generations. Therefore, one has to rely on phenomenological

data in order to get some insight on this, up to know, unknown

parameter. From the analysis of primordial abundance of light

elements, it follows that the number of families should not

exceed five . The number of light neutrinos can also be inferred

from the 2 decay , and it is comparable with the cosmological

bound. Furthermore, it has been argued that superstring theories

lead to an even number of fermion families . Thus it becomes a

very relevant task to investigate the production of possible new

generations, beyond the stablished ones.

In this letter we shall be concerned with the

production of leptons belonging to an extra generation in

proton.proton and proton-antiproton collisions. We work within

the framework of the standard model of electroweak interactions.

The charged lepton is assumed to be very heavy ( M * > M J 2) and

its neutral partner massless.

According to the current parton model ideas, a

hadron is viewed as a collection of quasi-free partons. For

very high energies one expects that the role played by heavy

partons, such as W and Z , will be important. This makes the

analysis of the contribution of these partons in high energy

processes worthwhile.

The usual mechanism for a lepton-neutrino pair

production is through the quark-antiquark fusior (Drell-Yan
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Mechanism)4*5, i.e. qq1 •• IT - »±(v* . Nevertheless, as «ill

be shown, vector boson fusion becomes competitive and even more

important than the Orell-Yan mechanism for charged heavy leptons

and high energies. Actually, recent studies have shown that

vector boson fusion plays an important role in the production

of heavy Hlggs boson , vector boson pairs and heavy charged

leptons (L*L~) . Therefore, such a kind of mechanism will be

of great interest in particle production at the future genera-

tion of pp and pp~ colliders.

we shall consider the production of a heavy charged

lepton accompanied by its neutrino as a result of the following

subprocesses:

(a) ^ Z 0 ^ ti(v> ,

We shall compute the rapidity distribution at y s O for the

above suunrocesses, which are shown in Fig. 1. In terms of the

distribution functions associated to the vector bosons in a

hadron, (V^), thi: quantity is

v
2

where õ u u . is the cross section for the subprocesses (a)
v i v j " L V

and (b ) .

The detsrmination of the distribution functions
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associated to the different vector partons can be carried out
9

by using the effective vector boson approximation , which treats

separately the contributions due to transverse and longitudinal

polarizations. In the processes, under study the contribution

of the longitudinal modes dominates over the transverse ones.

For this reason we shall consider only the longitudinal

contributions. f j
The probability distributing o' longitudinal/bosons

in a quark (V*~)t when the quark subensrgy E is much larger

than the vector boson mass (My), is *
p

(2)

where, for V s 2°

CV * cof^ {1 T3L
(3a)

A • - c ã ^ (I T3L}CA • - cã^ (I T3L}

whereas for v « w

-C. • -X- . (3b)
M 2/7

T_. in the above expressions is the third component of the

weak isospin and Q is the quark electric charge. As was

pointed out by Llndfors9 this leading approximation (Eq. (2))
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for the longitudinal structure function, is excellent «hen

compared to the exact result.

The longitudinal vector boson distribution in a

hadron is obtained by the convolution of (2) with the quark

distribution function (qh>, that is

i f »
x«in

(4)

where the SUM is carried out over the relevant quark and anti-

quark flavors.

Finally, we consider the elementary cross sections

for the subprocesses shown in Fig. (l) in the limit K" » »C .

The cross section for longitudinally polarized w and Z

bosons, for the subprocess (a) is

where,

C 0 S *W S 2
" (2*n)(i-n)2 , (6a)

r2 5— . - ~ {«sin4^ (U2n)(i-n)2 •
48 sin* *w cos2 *w

 M Í M i

• O-4sin2*w) F(i-n)3- 3nd-n2) •6nat]} , (6b)
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—r* 2 FT
48 sin* *w cos

z »w MJ M*

24 sin
- 3nd-n)l

-n) - (2*n)(i-n)2 + 3nd-3n)L ]} , (6d>

na 2

24 Sin4 *w Mj

5Ly • r-2 5 — • -r-r{<i-n)3-3n(i-n2)*6n2L
L V 24 sin* *w cos

z «w Mj M| ^

(6T)

whereas the cross section for the subprocess (b), for the

longitudinally polarized w boson is

*• 'I « _ I * A _ / • % I • I />!

where we have defined:

-r- . (8)

(9)

and 6 » )j"!*i Is the massive lepton velocity in CM frame.



Note that there are terns in (6) violating unitarity

bounds. However, «hen we take the sun in (3) these terns cancel

anong theaselves In the high energy limit.

In the numerical evaluation of (1) we assuned

2 « H » 0.226 , MH » 82.5 GeV and Mz * 93.8 GeV. We have

used, for the photon distribution in a quark, the well known

Meizsãcker-williaas approximation , and, for the Q2-dependent

quark distribution functions, we have taken the set 2 of Ref. 5.

Figures 2 and 3 show the rapidity distribution at

y » o against the lepton nass for the subprocess (a) in pp and

pp collisions respectively. For the sake of completeness, we

also plot the contribution of the Orell-Yan nechanisn. He have

evaluated the contribution due to the subprocess (b) for both

polarizations. However, we do not exhibit the results for

* T Z T and ¥
L(T)Tf fusions since they lie at least one order of

magnitude below either the *,Z, fusion or the Orell-Yan

mechanism.

The essential feature of our results is that, for

high enough energies, the vector boson fusion process (a) dominates

over the usual Orell-Yan mechanism, when the vector bosons are

longitudinally polarized. As can be seen in Fig. 2, this

dominance holds for large lepton masses, e.g., M > 700 GeV

for /s > 40 TeV or ML > 600 GeV for /s » 70 TeV in pp

collisions.

The search for a new generation of leptons can also

be Implemented via the production of a pair of charged leptons
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(L*L*). This channel has already been analyzed in Refs. 5, 8

and 11. It seems that the process studied here would be less

relevant for detecting this extra generation, since the cross

section due to gluon fusion producing L+l~ is a factor of

- 7 larger , for 20Q GeV < ML < 1 TeV and /% * 40 TeV .

However, if «e take Into account the efficiency for detecting

a charged lepton, we are led to a different conclusion.

The decay of the heavy lepton (M. >MW) occurs via

L* - w 1 ( ^ . Therefore the ability for detecting l* depends

on the efficiency for identifying the Ws boson. This efficiency,

with *r decaying into electronic and «auonic channels, does

not exceed 15X and this modifies the effective luminosity . So

that, the effective luminosity for L*L~ is 0.15 times smaller

than the effective luminosity for Lv, identification. Thus,

the number of identified events coming from the gluon fusion

mechanism is expected to be of the same order as the one obtained

via the process studied here. Furthermore, the channel L +L"

has a more severe background from conventional electroweak

process than the Lv. channel .

The conclusion to be drawn from our analysis is

that the production of a heavy charged lepton accompanied by

its neutrino is a very promising mechanism for detecting new

lepton generations at very high energies. Consequently, the

vector boson fusion subprocess can no longer be ignored.
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FIGURE CAPTIONS

Figure 1 - Vector bosons fusions contributing to lepton-neutrino

production.

Figure 2 - Rapidity distribution at y=o for the processes

pp -• W *• *-v+x (solid lines) and pp -* qq1 -•• Lv>X

(dashed àlnes) at /s = 20, 40 and 70 TeV.

Figure 3 - Rapidity distribution at y»0 for the processes

pp -* l\_2L -• Lv*x (solid lines) and pp -• qq1 -• Lv*X

(dashed lines) at /s « 20, 40 and 70 TeV.
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